
Dust Bowl Assessment 
 
Name: ________________________________________ 
Date:__________________________________________ 
 

 
 

1) What is going on in this picture? How would you describe the scene to someone who 
is not looking at it directly? 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
____________________________ 
 
2) What is the mood of the picture? What do you see that makes you say that? 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
____________________________ 
 
3) What story do you think the artist is trying to tell? How does the artist tell the story? 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 



4) Draw one item that is broken or falling apart in the picture. 
 
 
 

 





Ji Yoon Yang
Black Sunday

Sky sparkled blue
Clear

Rare sunny day
But something wasn't right

Rabbits sprinted by
Birds screeched

Heading south

Horses pawed

Cows paced

Hair stood on end

Crackl i ng with electricity
Blue sparks flashed

Thenl
Tenible wall of blackness

Dust blocked the sun
Temperature dropped

50 degrees

Birds tumbled from the sky
People searching for shelter

Oxygen-starved
Houses collapsed
Buried the roads

People suffocated
Dust clogged mouths
Blind in the thick grit
Edge like steel wool
Tractors disappeared

Farmers abandoned land
Others waited hopefully

Rain

June 6, 2013



Dorothea Lange
Migrant agricultural worker's family. Seven hungry children. Mother aged 32, the father is a native Californian. 
Destitute in a pea pickers camp because of the failure of the early pea crop. These people had just sold their 
tent in order to buy food. Most of the 2,500 people in this camp were destitute. Nipomo, California, 1936
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